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Overview
To support digital initiatives and business growth, CIOs have identified cloud and cloud-enhanced
technologies for analytics, AI, and other digital business initiatives as top technology spending priorities.
Gartner predicts that cloud adoption will increase exponentially over the next three years and that cloud
computing will essentially replace the traditional on-premises model of workload location by 2020.
Migrating applications, specifically analytics and mobility, to the cloud is inescapable; but choosing the
correct cloud deployment strategy will ultimately define success. This paper evaluates and measures
the various parameters across different deployment strategies and highlights the strengths of the
MicroStrategy Cloud Platform.

Deployment Strategies in the Cloud
While ultimately, it’s the business goals that dictate the deployment strategy, broadly speaking there
are four cloud deployment strategies available in the market: Private, Public, Public-Provisioned, and
Platform-as-a-Service. There are also other models such as SaaS, Hybrid, Community, and more, but
this paper only evaluates the options that are best suited for an enterprise-grade deployment.
To reduce spend, improve process efficiency, and optimize the delivery and usage of applications,
enterprises should carefully identify the most appropriate deployment strategy in the cloud. Cloud
deployment strategies are defined and measured by parameters across performance, agility,
complexity, operational cost, and capital spend. These include:
• Computing Performance requirements measured by power, efficiency, and speed
• Agility in deployment, scalability, and stability
• Environment Complexity defined by the number of vendors, complexity, and staff
• TCO expectations with Capital and Operational Spend for software, services, and infrastructure

Comparing Deployment Strategies
Regardless of the size of the deployment, (departmental, national, or global) the six measures that
influence cost and benefits are listed below.
1. Time to deploy: Time needed to acquire new resources and deploy a new environment
2. Scalability: Time needed to scale environment(s) to meet new demand
3. Stability: Time needed to deploy and configure a high availability environment
4. Vendors: Total number of vendors required to deploy analytics globally
5. Components: Total number of components required to deploy analytics globally
6. Expertise: Number of different experts required across all key subject areas
Considering the above measures across the four deployment strategies (Private, Public, PublicProvisioned and Platform-as-a-Service), assessments have revealed that the Platform-as-a-Service
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(PaaS) or a hosted deployment strategy with MicroStrategy Cloud Environment is more performant,
more agile, less complex, and less expensive than other private or public cloud deployment strategies.
For enterprises looking for more control of their environment with dedicated internal IT support,
the MicroStrategy Cloud Platform provides considerable gains over other public and private
deployment options with a provisioned and automated experience.

Key Differentiators of the MicroStrategy Cloud
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Automated Deployment
When deployed manually, each of the four cloud deployment strategies can accelerate deployment
time and trim budgets. They reduce or eliminate the need to purchase equipment and build out and
operate data centers, on-site servers, software, and staff. However, manual deployment comes with
significant overhead.
The MicroStrategy Cloud Platform eliminates unnecessary time, staff, and architecture overhead, plus it
stands out by being able to launch the entire platform in an exceptionally automated manner. Within
30 minutes, the optimized platform, pre-configured based on size, can be launched with automatic
controls into secure, single tenant instances. It further stands apart from other vendors (that only
support limited parameters) by being the only platform that supports multi-cloud providers, multiinstance, multi-version, and multi-node in most geographical regions—delivering complete flexibility
that organizations now require.
The platform is equipped to launch optimized development, UAT, and production environments
into new or existing Azure Virtual Networks (VNet) or Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) accounts,
leveraging existing Microsoft and Amazon investments. All MicroStrategy platform components are
automatically set up within a secure and private subnet detached from the internet, supported by
three load balancers that are automatically deployed to effectively route requests/traffic in the most
optimal manner.
Customization options available with the deployment console allows enterprises to meet customized
needs related to:
• Cloud Platform Service Provider
• Instance Type
• Region
• Operating System
• Platform Version
Organizations who do not have the IT resources and/or skillsets, and do not want to launch an environment
into their own VPC or VNet accounts, can opt to launch their deployment into the MicroStrategy Cloud
Environment (MCE) that will provide access to a host of cloud services and expertise.
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Automated deployment with global coverage is supported for the following regions:

O For AWS: US East (N. Virginia), US East (Ohio), US West (N. California), US West (Oregon), Canada (Central), EU (Frankfurt),
EU (Ireland), EU (London), EU (Paris), Asia Pacific (Tokyo), Asia Pacific (Seoul), Asia Pacific (Singapore), Asia Pacific (Sydney),
South America (São Paulo), Asia Pacific (Mumbai);
O For Azure: East US 2 (Virginia), West US (California), West US 2 (Washington), Canada Central (Toronto), West Europe
(Netherlands), North Europe (Ireland), Southeast Asia (Singapore)
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Pre-configured Architecture
Based on specific requirements, size, and geographic location, MicroStrategy Cloud Platform can
further optimize an organization’s deployment with its set of pre-configured environments: Team,
Department, and Enterprise.
Team: The team configuration is available to effectively and cost-efficiently deploy the platform for
smaller teams or for proof-of-concept projects. The MicroStrategy platform includes the foundational
server and metadata components, which are both securely and automatically consolidated into a
single private subnet unreachable from the internet.
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Department: Similar to the team configuration, the department configuration comes with an
optimized set of load balancers and instances deployed. The key difference is in its distributed
architecture where the metadata component of the platform, a database repository, is separated
out from the platform server instance and runs on an isolated, fully managed database service. This
makes it easy to set up, operate, and scale a relational database in the cloud, providing cost-efficient
and resizable capacity while automating time-consuming administration tasks such as hardware
provisioning, database setup, patching, and backups. It also comes with built in features such as
automated snapshots. Using this database technology increases the throughput and power of the
metadata repository, and as a result, provides for a more scalable architecture for departmental needs.

Enterprise: The Enterprise configuration is the most powerful, scalable, and highly available preconfigured offering available via the MicroStrategy Cloud Platform. It is fully equipped to support
heavy production workloads by providing a cluster of up to four platform instance nodes. These
nodes are deployed across a set of availability zones which are distinct datacenters located in a
specified geographic area. Availability zone datacenters are located away from each other in the case
that a catastrophic event might affect a specific geographic area, preventing high availability and
redundancy. Customers can also enjoy the benefit of increased power due to the number of nodes
that can be deployed and scaled. Nodes can be scaled up to server sizes of 128 vCPUs and 4000 gigs
of DRAM per node.
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For the Enterprise configuration, the metadata repository is also deployed across two availability zones to
provide high availability and failover support. The fully managed database automatically provisions and
maintains a synchronous standby replica of the metadata in the different availability zone. The primary
metadata instance is synchronously replicated across availability zones to the standby replica to provide
data redundancy, eliminate I/O freezes, and minimize latency spikes during system backups. Running a
metadata instance with high availability can enhance availability during planned system maintenance
and help protect against DB instance failure and availability zone disruption.

Centralized Administration
The most common challenge that administrators encounter with cloud architecture and application
management is the absence of a consolidated interface to simultaneously manage multiple instances
and services at the application and environment levels. To top that, cloud administration requires
specialized knowledge with people who can build, run, and design cloud infrastructure—a skillset in
high demand and in low supply in today’s market. But with the right practices and tools, companies
can realize significant cost-savings on administrative operations that involve system maintenance,
management, and acquisitions.
The MicroStrategy Cloud Platform empowers organizations to overcome these challenges by offering
a highly modern, intuitive and centralized interface to deploy, manage, configure, and fully maintain
production-ready architecture—directly within existing private VPC or VNet accounts and subnets,
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or new accounts which can be created by the same console. The highly consolidated, zero-footprint
browser-based interface also offers the ability to monitor, schedule, and automate the resources that
are deployed.
The MicroStrategy Cloud Platform consists of an Angular frontend, a Java backend, a MySQL
database, and an API Gateway that provides a home for the REST API endpoints. The console is highly
integrated with deployments within secure accounts on both Azure and AWS. This is achieved by
securely placing an orchestration engine inside the account, which the console uses to communicate
with the engine in order to initiate deployments, monitor, and manage the MicroStrategy platform
infrastructure. This proprietary orchestration engine is composed of a series of lambda functions, cloud
formation templates, and code deploy scripts that create the infrastructure, wire the components
together, and configure and test the MicroStrategy application for optimal performance.

Administration capabilities are end-to-end and do not stop at deployment. Organizations can fully
manage multiple environments across AWS and Azure regions using a centralized management
console and perform real-time monitoring across environments to monitor services status and
CPU utilization, server RAM utilization, database queue connections, storage utilization, and load
balancer KPIs. Administrators can automate the installation of MicroStrategy Cloud Platform updates
for components of AWS/Azure, reducing the time to apply critical updates from hours to under 30
minutes—and from nearly 200 steps down to four. In addition, administrators can elastically scale
up to meet increased user and data volume or scale down during non-peak hours to save cost. They
can also view cost estimates when resizing. Furthermore, administrators can now expand console
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functionality to automated workflows using extensive cloud REST APIs. System administrators can
extend the power of the MicroStrategy Cloud to their devops automation workflows.

MicroStrategy offers strong real-time monitoring capabilities that go beyond CPU and memory
utilization measurements. With a proprietary custom script that runs on the servers, the platform is
able to monitor, log, and poll the performance logs of individual MicroStrategy services. The data is
aggregated, processed, and visually presented to administers to help track performance in real-time
directly from within the centralized administrative interface.

Comprehensive Cloud Native Services
Cloud strategies are at risk of failing if designed without considering custom and cloud-specific needs
regarding applications and architecture. Specifically for analytics projects, an application-centric cloud
deployment that is equipped to leverage pre-set profiles and models for core applications to simplify
and lower the cost of management are the ones that can scale and fulfill strategic goals.
MicroStrategy’s cloud architecture includes proprietary tools and techniques to help deliver greater
productivity using the same or less compute and memory resources. It is fully equipped and
optimized to leverage AWS and Azure cloud architectures. To achieve this, the MicroStrategy Cloud
Platform integrates with 40+ public cloud services for both AWS and Microsoft Azure and includes
unique workflows that leverage the latest public cloud services for compute, storage, database,
network, content delivery, and administration. The following is a comprehensive list of services for
both AWS and Azure that MicroStrategy leverages for a more cost-effective and performant solution.
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AWS Services

Azure Services

Amazon EC2

Azure Virtual Network (Compute)

AWS Lambda

Azure Virtual Machines

Elastic Load Balancing

Azure Functions

Amazon RDS

Azure Load Balancer (Compute)

Amazon Cloud Watch

Azure Shared Image Gallery

Amazon Cloud Formation

Azure Netapp Files

Amazon SES

Azure Blob Storage

Amazon SNS/SQS

Azure Managed Disks

Amazon SQS

Azure Database for MySQL

Amazon EBS

Azure DNS

Amazon EFS

Azure Virtual Network (Network and Content Delivery)

Amazon S3

Azure Load Balancer (Network and Content Delivery)

Amazon Route 53

Azure Express Route

Amazon VPC

Azure Devops

AWS Direct Connect

Azure SDK

AWS Step Functions

Azure App Insights

AWS Code Deploy

Azure Resource Manager

IAM

Azure Active Directory

CloudTrail

Azure Key Vault

KMS

Azure Logic Apps

Systems Manager

Azure Service Bus

By leveraging cloud native services, the MicroStrategy Cloud Platform achieves a more efficient
and productive MicroStrategy application and deployment, as compared to a “lift-and-shift” model.
Services across AWS and Azure are used to:
• Provide load balancing capabilities to help ensure the environment is highly available and helps
secure web traffic by using standard SSL capabilities
• Allow for the monitoring of key system metrics and to help with environment tuning
• Deploy resources necessary for the orchestration of MicroStrategy deployments and for the actual
compute resources
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• Message and provide the information back to the MicroStrategy platform about the provisioning
status such as ‘in progress’ or ‘failure’
• Manage the deployment, termination, and resizing of cloud environments, and for communication
between AWS and Azure accounts and the MicroStrategy Cloud Platform
• Provide network-based storage recommended when clustering the MicroStrategy platform
• Host the MicroStrategy platform Cloud
• Formation templates and configuration files that are used at the time of deployment
• Let enterprises use standard domain names (URLs) to connect to the MicroStrategy platform
• Help secure and segment the MicroStrategy platform from other components running within your
environment, allowing enterprises to dictate where access is provided within their environment
• Use Direct Connect Service to connect their MicroStrategy environment to on-premises resources
• Orchestrate the deployment and management of the MicroStrategy platform
• Install and configure the MicroStrategy platform on server instances
• Ensure access is granted on a least-privileged policy while giving users access to the required components
• Log MicroStrategy Cloud Platform API requests
• Establish patch baselines, apply patches to environments, remote access into running machines, and
execute custom SSM documents onto platform nodes

Optimized Performance
The success of cloud strategies is often driven by implementing well-rounded performance
engineering and capacity tested techniques. Obstacles for cloud adoption and growth are tied to
basic performance aspects defined by speed, availability, capacity, and scalability.
Private enterprise data centers typically consist of legacy hardware not equipped to deliver high
performance. Combined with configuration and other app-specific expertise, it takes considerable
resources and time to achieve optimized performance. These deployments are not set up to leverage
cloud native technologies, which lowers efficiency, especially in scenarios that involve clustered
servers and affects scale and speed. Load balancing, database service configurations, network
arrangements, and other configurations require tedious work—all of which are automatically
optimized with the fully provisioned MicroStrategy Cloud Platform.
Architecturally, MicroStrategy is designed to deliver optimized application performance on the latest
hardware. It offers proven settings to ensure rapid response rates to the end-user and linear scale across
server clusters. With MicroStrategy hosted on AWS or Azure, enterprises can additionally benefit from
the expert services that regularly test and fine tune the performance based on requirements. In most
scenarios, application and hardware performance across the four cloud strategies are depicted below. For
larger enterprise configurations, the repository components of the platform are set up on separate RDS
environments, facilitating higher throughput and power, with a more scalable architecture.
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To measure response time and user scale of the MicroStrategy application in the cloud, performance
tests were conducted using a standard benchmark application that simulated the usage pattern of a
typical enterprise analytics application that includes reporting, dashboards, and ad-hoc data discovery.
Multiple test scenarios were conducted with a varying range of active users and CPU cores, accessing
datasets of varying sizes, from 4 million rows to 200 million rows. Test results, some of which are
detailed in the charts below, revealed that the MicroStrategy application on the cloud was able to
scale to tens of thousands of active users and deliver response rates in seconds.

From a service availability standpoint, the MicroStrategy Cloud Environment offers a service level
agreement of 99.9% for clustered production environments and 99% for signal node, non-clustered
production environments. To ensure greater performance, the following regions are supported across
AWZ and Azure.
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AWS Regions

Azure Regions

US East (N. Virginia)

East US 2 (Virginia)

US East (Ohio)

West US (California)

US West (N. California)

West US 2 (Washington)

US West (Oregon)

Canada Central (Toronto)

Canada (Central)

West Europe (Netherlands)

EU (Frankfurt)

North Europe (Ireland)

EU (Ireland)

Southeast Asia (Singapore)

EU (London)
EU (Paris)
Asia Pacific (Tokyo)
Asia Pacific (Seoul)
Asia Pacific (Singapore)
Asia Pacific (Sydney)
South America (São Paulo)
Asia Pacific (Mumbai)

Uncompromising Security
Security is the top concern for enterprises moving critical information assets and applications to the
cloud. The most common ways data can be compromised from the cloud are accidental deletion,
malicious interference, or simply by the cloud service provider being down—all of which could be
detrimental to the enterprise.
With iron-clad security in place, enterprises can prevent exposure to theft and avoid audits, fines,
business restrictions, censures, and other penalties that negatively impact the business. It is crucial to
ensure a disaster recovery process is in place with an integrated arrangement to mitigate malicious
attacks—protecting every level, be it the network, platform and application, people and process, as
well as certification and compliance.
Reinforced with a single-tenant environment, MicroStrategy provides comprehensive security
safeguards to protect enterprise data assets and applications. By deploying applications within
secure VPC or VNet accounts, MicroStrategy prioritizes application security at every level: network,
platform and application, people and processes, and certifications and compliances. Below are key
considerations for each area.
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Network Security
Who can access your data and from where? MicroStrategy Cloud today gives network administrators
the ability to customize and securely set up their network so that only authorized personnel who
should have access to the systems or data have access. Through VPN tunnels, and direct connects,
organizations have the means to exert control over network traffic and user authorization. With direct
connect, enterprises are able to eliminate network latency concerns.
Platform and Application
MicroStrategy delivers multi-level security to help ensure that the right users within the platform
are given access to the correct analytics applications. At the application and data layer, the platform
delivers protection against unauthorized access to data with encryption at rest and in-flight.
Additionally, role-based authentication controls allow only authorized users to access the system
and view or edit content based on their specific authorizations. Security extends down to cover
even the most granular, object-level concerns—providing administrators with control over the
individual objects a user may see. MicroStrategy security covers everything from user privileges
and authentication methods to security filters and robust object-level security. This will provide any
organization the flexibility to assign the security they see fit to any user or user groups.
People and Processes
Cloud security is also a shared responsibility between an organization and its vendor. With
MicroStrategy, enterprises gain the infrastructure, controls, standards, and processes in place that
follow industry best practices and employ a team of experts with the skills required to not only meet,
but exceed, the security expectations of its customers. The establishment of a customer instance
represents a partnership between MicroStrategy and the organization. In this partnership, customers
gain transparency and have the option to play a vital role managing network security, applying
patches, updating virus protections, setting password policies and user privileges, and generally
encouraging an overall culture that places an emphasis on data security.
Certifications and Compliances
MicroStrategy Cloud is designed to help organizations meet specific certification and regulatory
compliance standards, including:
• Service Organization Controls (SOC 2 Type II)
• Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA)
• Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS)
• Privacy Shield
• International Organization for Standardization (ISO 27001)
• General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
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Seamless Cloud Portability
In order to react effectively to price surges and breached service level agreements, or pursue new
business needs or strategic decisions, enterprises who rely on cloud services need to be prepared
to respond by migrating across service providers. Cloud portability requires interoperability
between cloud providers, which means that enterprises must have the ability to easily replicate the
environment from one service provider and reinstate within another.
Additionally, the need for portability within the same service provider arises for scenarios around
disaster recovery and upgrades. While there are technologies that help ensure interoperability
between cloud providers or within the same environment, they often are less than effective since they
are not application-centric. Technologies and processes not application-centric tend to fail and often
need additional recourse actions to deliver optimal results.
The MicroStrategy Cloud Platform offers organizations cross-cloud deployment portability, with the
ability for organizations to move their cloud environments across public clouds with powerful backup
and restore capabilities—in effect, delivering the same experience to end users with minimal disruption.
With proprietary techniques, it is possible to back up the entire platform and capture all of the
components as part of that back up including metadata, database files including cubes and caches,
inboxes, images, plugins, ODBC, system properties, configuration settings, statistics, and collaboration
data. The backed-up package created by the client can either be stored locally or can be restored on
a new cloud environment on a completely separate service provider using the MicroStrategy back up
restoration capability. Since this capability was designed to be app-specific, enterprises can restore
their full platform including cubes, caches, ODBC DSNs, update projects, and more.
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Seamless portability or interoperability impacts three common scenarios:
• Migration Between Cloud Service Providers: Vendor lock-in is one of the biggest risks with
cloud service providers today—not unlike data center challenges of the past. As a solution to this
challenge, enterprises need to prioritize the design of applications or their platform so that they
can easily be decoupled from the underlying infrastructure of their hosting vendor. This will greatly
simplify the task of transporting applications and data to an alternate vendor. Automated backup
and restore capabilities available with the MicroStrategy Cloud Platform delivers the flexibility to
easily back up and restore entire analytics environments between AWS and Azure.

• Disaster Recovery: Back up and snapshotting allow for rapid deployments and agile infrastructure
changes—from cloning, to failover, to recovery. MicroStrategy allows organization to automate
the process using services that schedule backups and restore as needed—greatly reducing
administrative overhead.
• Upgrades: By easily being able to snapshot and restore the entire platform and all of its related
components, enterprises are better equipped to ensure upgrade best practices. This makes it
possible to quickly create and deploy parallel identical environments, conduct regression tests, and
move users with minimal to no interruptions. Doing this can accelerate upgrade processes from
several weeks down to just hours.
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Robust Cloud APIs
One of the larger challenges companies face is integrating cloud platforms and services with existing
technology investments, processes, and system infrastructure to deliver an improved, governed
experience. For analytics specifically, where enterprises are finding more direct use cases for greater
levels of customization, APIs are the real key to meeting the need to enhance the cloud experience
with cross-cloud, cross-application, and cross-workload compatibility.
For most cloud analytics platforms, APIs have been an afterthought and not a core element to their
platforms and services. But with the MicroStrategy Cloud Platform, APIs are front and center. Rated
by Gartner on the 2019 Critical Capabilities Report as the #1 platform for embedded BI, MicroStrategy
delivers a robust set of cloud specific REST APIs, along with detailed documentation, that empowers
administrators to easily integrate the MicroStrategy Cloud Platform into automated workflows or
devops pipelines. This delivers a stronger integration with databases, messaging systems, portals, and
even storage components—and can be leveraged to automate the most common scenarios. Whether
spinning up a production or test mirror environment, allocating compute or storage resources, backing
up instances, placing a message on a queue, or remotely shutting down and restarting an instance, APIs
help trigger the process in a highly programmatic and automated manner. The programmatic approach
with APIs works to ensure rigorous security and cloud-based requirements, implement change control,
and drive a repeatable process eliminating the need for human intervention.
The comprehensive list of APIs available with the MicroStrategy Cloud Platform is available at
https://developer.customer.cloud.microstrategy.com/api/docs/#/Environments
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Search for environments

Get contact information for environments

Create an environment

Resend emails to owners of environments

Get contact information for environments

Get information for an environment

Resend emails to owners of environments

Accept/Deny environment collaboration request

Reboot environments

Update contact information for an environment

Start environments

Update expiration date for an environment

Get states for environments

Get instances of an environment

Stop environments

Get instance states for an environment

Terminate environments

Reboot an instance of an environment

Get information for an environment

Start an instance of an environment

Update contact information for an environment

Stop an instance of an environment

Update expiration date for an environment

Remove environment owners

Get instances of an environment

Get environment owners

Get instance states for an environment

Invite environment owners

Reboot an instance of an environment

Get active schedules for an environment

Start an instance of an environment

Create a schedule for an environment

Stop an instance of an environment

Deactivate a schedule for an environment

Resize instances of an environment

Get a schedule for an environment

Get active schedules for an environment

Update a schedule for an environment

Create a schedule for an environment

Validate AWS account

Deactivate a schedule for an environment

Configure AWS account

Get a schedule for an environment

Create multiple environments

Update a schedule for an environment

Reboot environments

Create an environment

Start environments

Delete account collaborators

Get states for environments

Invite account collaborators

Stop environments

Search for environments

Terminate environments

Create an environment

Resize instances of an environment
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Failover and Redundancy
Cloud failover and redundancy are integral components of a successful deployment strategy.
Strong workload protection, through failover and replication practices, ensures ample availability
and a seamless experience for end users and helps enterprises meet regulatory and governance
responsibilities while working to drive adoption.
Partnering with AWS, Azure, and a global network of data centers, MicroStrategy enables enterprises
to operate analytics implementations on a global scale with confidence.
To support comprehensive reliability for heavy production workloads, the MicroStrategy Cloud Platform
can be clustered across multiple nodes deployed in a round-robin style across availability zones. This
works to deliver high availability and redundancy alongside the benefit of increased power. With load
balancers and automation in place, the platform delivers a fully redundant environment across its servers
and metadata, providing multiple levels of protection to manage individual processes.
When the MicroStrategy application is clustered, it functions in a highly available manner. Individual
web servers will distribute server workloads within the cluster. MicroStrategy Web will determine
which server nodes are carrying the lightest loads and route requests accordingly. If a server process
has stopped, Web will automatically balance traffic to the healthy intelligence server. When utilizing
MicroStrategy on AWS, all Web servers are automatically configured and clustered upon deployment.

If a Web server process has stopped, the application load balancer in the public subnet will
automatically route traffic to an availability zone where there is a healthy Web server. The target group
has a health check that monitors the internal HTTPS 8443 port of the Web server for a successful 200
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response code. If this response is not received, the application load balancer will begin to reroute
traffic to a healthy Web server.

Overview of MicroStrategy Products and Services
MicroStrategy Cloud Platform
A complete version of the MicroStrategy Platform that customers can provision into their
AWS or Azure regions in minutes. Built and architected using 40+ AWS or Azure services, and
optimally configured for the cloud. Available separately for both AWS and Azure. Licensed
either perpetually or on a erm basis. 
• Optimized Pre-Configured Architecture: All necessary analytics, software, infrastructure, and
hardware components combined to deliver unmatched application performance, scalability,
stability, and high availability. 
• New and Advanced Workflows: Rapidly spin-up or terminate environments for cost-effective
prototyping and testing. Automate environment backups to enable rapid cloning and easy recovery.
Schedule environment scaling to meet demand and control costs.
• Single Tenant Instance: Each MicroStrategy Cloud Environment is a dedicated architecture deployed
within a separate virtual private cloud providing maximum security, performance, and flexibility.
MicroStrategy Cloud Environment
Support of a MicroStrategy Cloud Platform that includes access to MicroStrategy, AWS, and Azure
experts in addition to 24/7 monitoring, daily backups, updates, and quarterly system reviews.
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MicroStrategy Cloud Support
Deliver cloud platform and application services such as environment configuration, environment
and application optimization, application development and deployment, enterprise data warehouse,
authentication (SSO/LDAP) and application integration as needed.
Cloud Migration Advisory
This advisory analyzes an organization’s on-premises configuration and architecture and delivers a
streamlined migration strategy for optimizing an environment in the cloud. The advisory includes:
• A tailored cloud migration strategy that defines how to optimize an organization’s intelligence
ecosystem architecture, infrastructure, performance, and security in the cloud
• A customized cloud roadmap and architecture diagram to help securely connect to enterprise
assets, mitigate risks, and effectively operate and manage an environment
• Collaborative workshops to analyze specific business goals, evaluate platform performance and technical
constraints, and ensure a successful cloud migration strategy that addresses all relevant challenges

Get started with your next analytics and mobility project in the cloud at
https://www.microstrategy.com/us/get-started/cloud-trial.
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